Resume of Dr. Souleymane Cherif,h.c.  a/k/a Dr. Bamba, h.c..

1.Personal data:
1.1 Dr. Souleymane Cherif, h.c. (a/k/a Dr. Bamba)
1.2 P.O. Box 1692 New York, NY 10035-0815.
1.3 Cell:1(646)427-0847
1.4 E-mail:mandingoacademy@yahoo.com
1.5 Male.
1.6 Nationality:Cote D’Ivoire(formerly known as Ivory Coast).
1.7 I have been living in the USA since 1989.

2.Educational Qualifications.

2.1 Baccalaureate from Cote D’Ivoire(High School Diploma). 
2.2 Two years as English major at the Abidjan Cocody State University of Cote D’Ivoire.
2.3 Two years as mechanical engineering technology student in the USA at the International correspondence school from 1992-1994.(no degree).
2.4 The Mandingo Academy,Inc (a/k/a the Mahou Academy)from 1988 to present.
Many citations including the prestigious Honorary Doctorate(Honoris Causa) in Cultural Linguistics("Ethniguistics)from the World University Roundtable in Arizona(USA)in 2002.
2.5 An invitation to accept a 2nd Honorary Doctorate(Honoris Causa) in Letters from the International Biological Centre from Cambridge, England in October 31, 2014.
And Invitation was accepted by me the same year via an e-mail. 

3. Summary of professional skills/experience.

3.1 Very proficient in English, French and Mandingo(Mandenkan,Bambara or Dioula). I myself wrote and put together this Resume package. Translator/interpreter skills in French and English and vice versa and also from Mandingo to the afore mentioned languages and vice versa. Very proficient in Mandingo(or Bambara, a major west african language. Most importantly, I can understand the English and French of the native speakers. And I am myself a native Mandenka(Mandingo or Bambara). You could view these web links as evidences of my writing skills in both English and French and Mandenkan:
http://universediverse.webs.com/mande.html (Web site of our orginization).
http://mandekansebeli.bravejournal.com/ (My Blog)
http://www.freewebs.com/universediverse/universediverse.htm (Site of Achievements of Dr. Bamba).
For proof of my translational skill. 
3.2 Sharp research skills in "Ethniguistics"(Populo-pragmatic "linguistics"). Self taught panaficanist researcher. Evidence can be seen here:
http://universediverse.webs.com/mande.html
3.3 Knowledge of some peace keeping technics through 2 new powerful concepts "Faith Excel" and "Seculo Excel" that were created here in the USA and copyrighted.
3.4 Founding president of The Mandingo Academy,Inc.. Sharp clerical and leadership skills. I now have access to most office equipments that can allow me to work around relevant projects/programs.
3.5 Excellent driving skills: I possess a New york state drivers licence since 1992; this to show I could.drive myself to work with either a service car or my own car; the issue of timely work post arrival. I also possess a New York City Medallion Yellow Taxi Licence as evidence of Excellent driving skills.
3.7 I have video taping, CD-Rom burning skills; I obviously possess(hands on training) materials relevant to the acquisition of such skills.
See section of professional and organizational achievements.
3.8 High communication and thinking skills in French, Mandekan(Mandingo)and English and very imaginative. (see works). Ei: I have invented names to concepts like submarine, machine gun, atom, panafricanism, computer and many many more in Mandingo. I also have a technic to find
names to said concepts in other african languages even if I don’t speak them to help modernizations!
3.9 I am very enduring, honest, organized and have good moral character as I have no criminal record anywhere in the world including in the USA where I have been living since 1989. I have been treasurer of Fassoko, a fraternal african organization in New York since 1993 without any fund embezzlement until my friendly resignation in 2004. And this application will be sworn to show that everything I wrote herein is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. My love for Africa and its cultures have allowed me to dress in african garbs continouesly since 1995 even in the USA. And I am not ready to stop now! My original african alias since has been Biyayaibe Nbassolomon Serefa Bamba. I am a conservative in the african sense of the term and I don’t work for any country or state intelligence, spy or secret service organization. I don’t smoke, I don't drink alcohol and don’t use any type of narcotics.
I have no criminal records anywhere in the world including in the USA where I have been living since 1989.
3.10 Freelance Internet Radio personality.
Diaspora PanAfrican Radio, USA at 1(530)881-1399. USA accessCode: 858989#.
Africa 2050 International Radio at 1(302)202-1103. USA access Code: 697557. I have about 4 years of Experience in Internet Radio Broadcasting as a Radio Show Host. These numbers are subject to change. Internet radio broadcasting experience can be found at the following channels:
https://www.facebook.com/RDPUSAmerique/
(My own channels).
http://jacquesrogershow.net/TheShow/admin/show/Show.htm
(My partner's Channels).

4. Summary of relevant work experience.

4.1 Founder and president of the Mandingo Academy,Inc. (Mahou Academy)since (88-90)to this date.
The Mandingo Academy,Inc. is a non-profit and non-governmental organization the main purpose of which is to authenticate the mandingo language and other african languages by writing them down through the "experimental" african Winanckôkrousè alphabet, a once in a life time achievement. The Winanckôkrousè is designed to write down any african language inside or outside of Africa.
4.2 Freelance immigrant works performed in sales, restauration from 1989 to 1993.(work ethic no matter what it is under reasonable circumstances!)
4.3 Licensed Medallion yellow taxi driver from 1993 up to now. This choice was opportunistic and strategic.This industry allows me to meet lots of africans and others to whom I expose the works at the Mandingo Academy,Inc and attempt to recruit potential ordinary members; and in so doing, I not only pay the bills but I also persue our exposure activities.
4.4 Advanced computer skill; about 21 years of computing experience. Sharp Webmaster skills. Please see above web sites of our organization and blog that I have built from scratch here in the USA.
In this web site, you could pin point different experiences of mine: word perfect, font creation skills. Ei: I created the Winanckôkrousè fonts in the web site and in the Winanckôkrousè writing attachments to the present application. High internet navigation skills. Self taught for about 21 years.

5. List of some publications and/or creations.
I am a thinker, and an inventor. I have about 14 copyrighted materials in the USA. Here is a list of publications and creations I have written and created and copyrighted in the USA:

5.1 "Understanding the Nvaissouaimannian Trilogy."(Copyrighted in the USA since May 30, 1997.)
About the Trilogy.
5.2 "The African Winanckôkrousè Alphabet And Other Useful Characters"(Copyrighted in the USA
since September 18, 1995. This is the experimental african Alphabet and other characters.
5.3 "The International Super Taxi Driver And Smart Commuters"(Copyrighted in the USA since October 31,2003). Many advices and tricks given to cabbies and commuters around the world.
5.4 "The World Transportation Comforting Industry(WTCI)". (Copyrighted in the USA since February 14,2003). This is about some transportation and small business concepts that could be used anywhere in the world, especially in big cities and towns and could be source of job creations and sources of revenues to governments through regulations. Briefly explained, (but not explicitly), Transportation Comforters, would be trained and government licensed professionals with high moral values to comfort
drivers and commuters the W.T.C.I. way.
5.5 "Faith Excel.
The personal Guide To Succeed In Anything Achievable Through Religious And/Or Spiritualist Faiths". (Copyrighted in the USA since January 6, 2003).
The title of this product is self explainatory. Faith Excel could also be implented to fight(not to cure)the spread of AIDS around the world. (Please read advertisement brochure of Faith Excel). Faith Excel also has its secularist version.
5.6 "Seculo Excel.
The Personal Guide To Succeed In Anything Achievable Through Secularist Persuasion."
(Copyrighted in the USA since November 17,2003).
The title is self explainatory. I must state however that Faith Excel is more powerful than Seculo Excel!
But if respected and well followed and, with the blessing of the AU and other world bodies, this powerful creation could also contribute to moving forward the continent for the better in many many domains including in peace keeping in hot spots countries and the fight against the further spread of AIDS.
P/S: Faith Excel could be used in conjunction with Seculo Excel to reach desired goals.
5.7 "Kababeye. "(Copyrighted in the USA since June 12, 2000).
Kababeye is a panafricanist theory of the possible, plausible and circumstancial origin of the idiological and physical KAABA in Mecca (Saudi Arabia). A theory prooving an african influences of Ideological and physical Islam as we know it today. A book deal is contemplated if possible.
5.8 "BoloDrive."(pre-patent registration in the USA patent and trade mark office since 2004. This is an original car or truck snap-on devices that could, if patented, be revolutionary for experienced drivers around the world including Africa. This invention would improve the lives of selected and experienced and long distance drivers around the world.
5.9 "The Mandingo Talking Dictionary. Volume 1."
[Mandekinninkan Dakankoro Gafe Dakanla fôlô.]
(Copyright registration # 138560476 is pending in the USA). English-Mande tape version . This is a result of Mandekan(Mandingo)researches where I have been able to find names to things and concepts that have names in other major world languages that are not found in african languages. Ei: presence=tèyan. machine=kalakôrè. Internet=Talédjô etc...etc...
5.10 "Le Dictionaire Parleur Mandingue. Volume 1".
[Mandékinhninkan Dakanla Gafé Dakanla fôlô.]
(Copyright registration # 138560457 is pending in the USA). French-Mandé tape version. This is a result of Mandékan(Mandingo)researches where we have been able to find names to things and concepts that have names in world major languages that(concepts)are not found in african languages. Ei: Computer= miriyabara. vertical line=lôfèman sèbèdjuru. Democracy=yiribakôrô .Submarine=Djikôrô Kuruhn etc...etc...
5.11 "Le dictionaire parleur Mahou. Volume 1"
[Manhoukinhninkan Lakango Kafa Lakanna Djonan.]
(Copyright #138560468)is pending in the USA). French-Mahou version. This is a result of Mahou researches where I have been able to find names to things and concepts that have names in world major languages that(concepts)are not found in african languages. Ei:Table=Gbabah. Philosophy= Kunon tuguili. Scisors=muhnvia. tramway=ninyuman kuhn etc...etc...

6. I am a Blogger.

6.1. This is evidence that I can Blog both in English and French. I have been blogging in New York city since 2007.
http://mandekansebeli.bravejournal.com/

7. UN Languages.

7.1 I speak, write, understand 2 of the UN working languages: English and French.
7.2 I also speak and write 2 african languages: Mahou and Mandékan(Mandingo). Via transliterations and our own writing system:
Mandingo or Mandékan is the most spoken/popular african language in West Africa. Evidences of Good Communication skills in French, English and Mandékan are found on my Youtube Channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYRiFcMoNta7RuniTYKnnZw
8.Translations and Interpretations.
8.1 I am a freelance translator and Interpreter.
In view of my vast multi language experiences, I can handle document translations which I am willing to certify. 
I can also handle simple, intermediate and advanced language interpretations in English- Mandingo(also known as Mandékan, Malinké, Dioula or otherwise 
and vice versa, French- Mandingo(also known as Mandékan, Malinké, Dioula or otherwise and vice versa, French- English and Vice versa. 
See the follwing links below to be convinced of my tranlational skills: 
https://www.translationdirectory.com/translators/english_bambara/souleymane_cherif.php
https://www.translationdirectory.com/translators/english_french/souleymane_cherif.php  
https://www.translationdirectory.com/translators/english_maninka/souleymane_cherif.php
https://www.translationdirectory.com/translators/french_english/souleymane_cherif.php
etc..etc...
http://mandekansebeli.bravejournal.com/entry/123803

8.2 For having lived in America since 1989 and knowing my good level in English, French and Mandingo(Bambara, Malinke or Dioula),I am an experienced community case interpreter/instructor in various domains as strategies of exposure and publicity for my works inside the Mahou Academy, Inc.(a/k/a Maningo Academy). For examples, I can handle(time and resourses permitting)tasks such as entitlements Assistance,outreach,preventive services,work readiness and conflict resolutions/mediations for many purposes including but not limited to the New York City Department of Information Technology & Telecommunication's HHS Accelerator program. These are also mainly about trainings/coachings about many of my life skills.    
Some proofs can be found at the following Blog link:
http://mandekansebeli.bravejournal.com/entry/131353
8.3 the New York City Department of Information Technology & Telecommunication's HHS Accelerator program has approved The Mahou Academy, Inc. in the following domains so far starting from 2016: 

a)Business Application
b)Interpretation
c)Translation
 
10.Other Relevant and supporting information.
Many of these informations are on my Blog, Facebook and organizational site prove some of my computer skills. Corel Word perfect used.

11. Hobbies.
11.1 Arts and Humanities.
11.2 Implementing "Ethniguistics in public and private setting.
11.3 African Martial arts. : Tih Bah Gbe’hnde’ Kouhn Zou. (One of my creations)
11.4 Intellectual excercises of the mind.
11.5 Surfing the Internet for various knowledges and pleasures.

12. Referees.

12.1 Mr. Toure Moussa
C/O The Mandingo Academy,Inc.
P.O. Box 1692
New York,NY 10035-0815.
Cellular: 1(917)698-8368
12.2 Mr. Mohamed Diomande 
C/O The Mandingo Academy,Inc.
P.O. Box 1692
New York,NY 10035-0815.
cellular: 1(917)427-0847

12.3 Mr. Toure Lacine
1314 Nelson Avenue #4D
Bronx,NY 10452
Cell: 1(917)889-0229

Conclusions.
In an effort to show my interest in working for the institution and to prove courage and work ethics, I have willingly chosen to put together this long and robust Resume to lay out very much about me. Sorry about any inconvenience that may create to you.
If after reading this Resume you realize that you needs any more information about these talents, skills and/or expertise of mine in any capacity, please inform of it, as soon as you can and I shall respond as promply as I could.

If hired/considered you would be dealing with a very honest, peaceful, trustworthy man the way it is supposed to be in traditional Africa. I have no criminal records anywhere in the world including here in the USA and I have never been to prison in the USA any anywhere else in the world!
If I happened not to be qualified or to be over qualified for this position a posteriori, please be kind to refer this application to the your appropriate section for possible consideration. Or if after consideration, I happened not to be qualified for any of the available positions would be just fine in accordence with your procedural requirements. If there are any processing or apllication fees, please inform me of it so I could remit same as promptly as possible, if I could afford it. Please excuse any wrongs in my English as 3rd language communications(Mandingo Being first and French second).

I swear, under penalty of perjuries and/or fines that the informations given in this resume are true to the best of my knowledge and recollections.

Respectfully submitted.

Dr. Souleymane Cherif, h.c.
A.K.A. Dr. Biyayaibe N. S
Bamba, h.c., Freelance job applicant.
1(646)427-0847
E-Mail:mandingoacademy@yahoo.com
Websites:
http://universediverse.webs.com/mande.html
http://www.freewebs.com/universediverse/universediverse.htm
http://mandekansebeli.bravejournal.com


